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Kentaurus GV: Advanced anti-drone safety system, portable, with autonomous power, designed in a lightweight format for individual use and manufactured with high quality materials and resistance
Kentaurus GV is an immediate defense system, a highly effective countermeasure against most civil and
commercial drones.
Its configurable multiband action allows the inhibition of the drone threat by interfering and canceling the
connection between the operator and its drone. This allows to guarantee the total protection of the no-fly
zones and confidential or considered critical areas.

The device has a double advanced functionality that allows:
1.Repel the threat by acting immediately on the drone, expelling it from the protected area and
re-turning it to the point of origin.
2. Repel the threat by acting immediately on the drone, making it descent forcefully to proceed
with its capture.
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1. Function
Advanced ultra-fast response device to repel sudden attacks of UAVs at the moment, regardless of whether the user is moving or static at a specific site.
2. Features
The device has a great effectiveness and range of action being, in real situation of threat or combat, its real
distance of operation of up to 1.5 km. (in optimal orographic conditions this range of scope could even be
exceeded).
Electromagnetic Radiation Safety
The transmitting power of the equipment is only a few watts, similar to a walkie-talkie. Important issue
that engineers have taken into account to ensure 100% high security for your daily use. This clearly differentiates us from other existing equipment in the market that works in a damaging way with tens of watts.
Each of our equipment is tested and verified by our Engineering and Systems Departments to ensure high
quality and reliable operation in the most hostile environments.
Portability and lightness are outstanding qualities that allow this device to be transported easily and quickly to the location necessary for the immediate elimination of the threat.

3. Specifications
> Operating Frequency: 2400 ~ 2483MHz / 5725 ~ 5850MHz / 1559 ~ 1616MHz / 832-932MHz
> Effective Interference Range: ≥3 - 7 times the distance between Tx and Rx of the UAV
> Dimension (mm): 746 mm × 228 mm × 79 mm
> Weight: aprox. 4 kg
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> Battery Weight: 500g
> Battery Size: (Internal)
> Power Supply: lithium battery
> Working Time: ≥60 minutes (continuous) ≥ 250 minutes
(discontinuous use)
> Interference Distance: up to 1.5 km (greater in optimal
orographic conditions)
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Kentaurus G1V: Innovative system with development and patented technology, 100% autonomous and
totally portable, of immediate action, manageable by a single individual and able to obtain the total control of the unmanned aircraft.
Kentaurus G1V is an active defense system, an effective countermeasure against the widest range of drone
models currently available, whether they are radio controlled by an operator or by autonomous guidance
via GPS. It allows to avoid the intrusion of threat drones in protected areas by diverting them to capture
zones considered as safe.

The device has a double advanced functionality that allows:
1. Reject the threat by acting immediately on the drone, expelling it from the
protected area and making it return to the point of origin.
2. Repel the threat by acting immediately on the drone, making it descend to proceed with its capture.
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1. Function
Advanced ultra-fast response device to repel sudden attacks of UAVs at the moment, regardless of whether
the user is moving or static at a specific site.

2. Features
The device has a great effectiveness and range of action being, in real situation of threat or combat, its real
distance of operation of up to 2.1 km. (in optimal orographic conditions this range of scope could even be
exceeded).
Electromagnetic Radiation Safety
The transmitting power of the equipment is only a few watts, similar to a walkie-talkie. Important issue
that engineers have taken into account to ensure 100% high security for your daily use. This clearly differentiates us from other existing equipment in the market that works in a damaging way with tens of watts.
Each of our equipment is tested and verified by our Engineering and Systems Departments to ensure high
quality and reliable operation in the most hostile environments.
Portability and lightness are outstanding qualities that allow this device to be transported easily and quickly to the location necessary for the immediate elimination of the threat.

3. Specifications:
> Operating Frequency: 2400 ~ 2483MHz / 5725 ~ 5850MHz / 1559 ~ 1616MHz / 832-932MHz
> Effective Interference Range: ≥3 - 7 times the distance between Tx and Rx of the UAV
> Dimension (mm): 746 mm × 228 mm × 79 mm
> Weight: aprox. 4 kg
> Battery Weight: 500g
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> Battery size: 30 mm × 82 mm × 145 mm
> Power supply: Lithium battery
> Working: ≥60 minutes (continuous) ≥ 250 minutes (discontinuous use)
> Interference distance: up to 2.1 km (greater in optimal
orographic conditions)
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Kentaurus Armor Box: Stationary device, 100% autonomous and portable for outdoor use under any
climatic conditions.
Integrating innovative technology has been developed as a highly effective device for interdiction and
antidrone defense.
Easy and fast installation in fixed or mobile bases for a suitable use to any circumstance or need.
Kentaurus Armor Box is an active and effective countermeasure defense against the intrusion of drones
threat in protected areas.

Kentaurus Armor Total Box: Device with digital interference technology that allows to interfere with the
guidance system and radio communication systems of drones that are invisible to radar or that lack radio
frequency links.
With the Kentaurus Armor Total Box system, the user can establish a protection canopy of 360º at 2 km
height and with a range of up to 18 km.
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1. Function
Security and protection device, with fixed installation and designed for prolonged use. Its main objective is to prevent a large number of UAVs from reaching the protected area in a critical threat and attack
situation
2. Features
Built with a tilt antenna, allowing angulation and different orientation according to specific needs.
Its operation and operation is very simple, being manageable by the user through a remote control. Simple and fast installation.
It has 5 elevation levels (from 0 ° to 90 °), movement warning, low battery warning and high temperature
warning.
It has a watertight waterproof design and a housing made of aluminum Aviation as the main material.
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3. Specifications:

Frequency Band

Power

Ratios

BAND1: 2400-2485MHz
BAND2: 5725-5850MHz
BAND3: 1559-1620MHz
BAND4: 902 ~ 930MHz
BAND1: 45dBm (30w)
BAND2: 40dBW (10w)
BAND3: 45dBW (30w)
BAND4: 43dBW (20w)
2,400 ~ 2,483GHz ≤-27dB
5.725 ~ 5.850GHz ≤-27dB
1,559 ~ 1,620GHz ≤-27dB
902 ~ 930MHz ≤-27dB

Width and Wave Angles BAND1:
High Temperature Alarm 		
Low Power Alarm 			
Energy Consumption 			

Horizontal 120 ° Vertical 100 °
√
√
350W

Remote Control

≤100m (remote control)
≤500m (use with antenna or repeater)

Voltage 				
Work Mode 				
Weight 				
Dimensions 				
Level of Tightness

DC100-240V or 50-60Hz
Continuous
10.5kg
300mm × 390mm × 230mm
IP67

Operating Temperature

Main Device (armor box): -40 ° C ~ + 55 ° C
Remote Control: -5 ° C ~ + 55 ° C
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4. Frequency range
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Kentaurus Mobile Box: Futuristic autonomous and continuous operating device, highly effective and easy
to install, developed for use in vehicles of all kinds.
Kentaurus Mobile Box has been conceived as a modern anti-drone inhibitor system that allows to face
sudden attacks in any circumstance and place.
Kentaurus Mobile Box Allows the user to protect a specific area, a specific vehicle, a VIP convoy, a ammunition convoy or a multiple vehicles convoy that requires this type of special protection.

1. Function
Our device has been conceptualized and developed for the immediate protection of an area consid-ered
vital or critical in the face of possible threat drone attacks. Its easy installation in vehicles of any type makes
it really versatile and very operative in any ambit or field of action that is required.
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2. Specifications

Frequency Band

BAND1� 2400-2485MHz
BAND2� 5725-5850MHz
BAND3� 1559-1620MHz
BAND1: 23dBW

EIRP

BAND2: 17dBW
BAND3: 20dBW
BAND1� horizontal 360° vertical 75°

Width / Wave Angle

BAND2� horizontal 360° vertical 75°
BAND3� horizontal 360° vertical 90°

Range of inhibition
range

BAND1:

1000m

BAND2:

1000m

BAND3:

2000m

Temperature Alarm
Low Power Alarm
Energy Consumption
Voltage
Work Mode
Weight
Size
Level Tightness
Operation Temperature
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400W
DC10-16V or DC20-32V
Continuo
16 kg
450mm 150mm 230mm
IP68
� -40 ~ +55
Main device
Remote control � -5 ~ +55
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Kentaurus BPack: Advanced wireless broadband blocking system designed to prevent and suppress the
use of several remote controls by RF and improvised explosives devices (IED). It is also highly effective
against the use of spy devices.
The effective frequency range of the BPack is 20MHz to 2500MHz. It includes the frequencies of all existing digital remote control devices as well as civil and military mobile communications equipment.
Kentaurus BPack allows to detect, inhibit and block wireless signals encoded and emitted by any type of
remote control aimed at the ignition of an explosive device, thus preventing activation.
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1. Specifications

Parameters

Value

Output Power(W)

60

Consumption (W)

300

Operating Time (min)

70

Input Current (A)

12

Kind

DC/AC

Battery

26V/12V

Exterior Housing

ABS

Dimensions (mm)

370 x 185 x 500

Weight (kg)

16

Interference Radius (m)

30-50
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